Abstract-Coverage holes as large scale en mass and correlated node failures in wireless sensor networks, not only disturb the normal operation and functionality of networks, but also may endanger network's integrity. Recent trends to use relocation of currently deployed nodes have attracted attention especially where manual addition of nodes are neither feasible nor economical in many applications. The transition from centralized to distributed node relocation algorithm gradually paves away for applications in which nodes are deployed in harsh and hostile environments in absence of central supervision and control. Although, many different relocation algorithms have been devised to address their given applications' challenges and requirements and they are efficient in reaching their design goals, they may not be similarly responsive to unpredicted and different circumstances may occur in the network. This paper, demonstrates one of such case, DSSA (Distributed Self-Spreading Algorithm) that is mainly applied for balancing node deployments and recovery of small coverage holes. It is shown here that DSSA is not able to fully recover large scale coverage holes even if all nodes participate in recovery process and relocate with sufficient number of iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION
With constant advancements in sensor nodes, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] , [2] have been adapted for many applications [3] - [9] especially in harsh and hostile environment where there is lack of centralized supervision and control. With increasing flexibility and ubiquity (i.e. in structures [10] , underground [11] , in the air [12] , underwater [13] , or on the surface of sea [14] ) come new challenges and design requirements which should be properly addressed in wireless sensor networks in their designated applications. Coverage holes (CHs) as en masse and correlated failures of deployed sensor nodes [15] as the result of battery exhaustion or physical damages [16] is one of prevalent issues which should be dealt with accordingly, otherwise they not only disturb the normal operation of network but also jeopardize the integrity of whole network if they remain unattended at their occurrences.
Benefiting from controlled mobility of nodes [17] , [18] , relocation of currently deployed nodes are used to recover the coverage holes and unbalanced network formations seems to be promising solution especially where neither centralized control nor manually addition of nodes deem feasible. Thus, to properly exploit available redundancy of deployed nodes, many relocation algorithms have been introduced in order to repair and make network more flexible and robust in failureprone environments with the harsh and hostile conditions.
In spite of recent advancements in batteries and energyScavenging technologies and distributed relocation algorithms, physical movements especially in autonomous nodes, consume majority of nodes' energy. Inspired by the nature [19] , many relocation algorithms devised [18] to address the emerging challenges caused by transition from centralized to distributed control of network and to make objective movements of node movements more practical and implementable in large scale networks. Although the distributed relocation algorithms mainly evolved by reducing the consumed energy of nodes, they may not be similarly efficient and responsive to unpredictable events and circumstances which may occur in the network and are not accounted for in the relocation algorithms. In this paper, it is shown that although DSSA relocation algorithm is rather efficient to repair and recover small coverage holes and to balance network formations, it is not a proper choice as it is not able to properly recover large scale coverage holes with reasonable number of iterations even if all nodes participate in recovery process.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II related work are presented. In Section III, the methods and assumptions are introduced. In Section IV, the results are demonstrated, and finally the paper is concluded in Sections V conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In order improve the coverage and nodes formation, among the solutions, relocation of currently deployed nodes offers a promising solution to emerging issues and challenges in wireless sensor networks. By harnessing the controllable and constrained node mobility a wide variety of relocation algorithms have been introduced in the literature [20] - [32] to deal with unbalanced deployment and newly formed coverage holes, and to dynamically response to unpredictable topological changes in wireless sensor networks. By the advantage of WSNs' intrinsic redundancy, distributed relocation algorithms seems to be proper candidates for applications with lack of centralized control and supervision with harsh environments. In such environments, autonomous nodes should be able use their neighbours' status in order to make decision and interact locally among themselves and react swiftly in time sensitive scenarios to the changing environmental conditions. Paper [29] classified relocation algorithms, apart from their span of design overlap and similarity into virtual forcebased (radial [22] , [33] or angular [26] ), voronoi-based [27] and flip-based [21] movement algorithms. Regardless of the classification, each of the relocation algorithms is devised to reach performance goals (i.e. connectivity [26] , lifetime [25] , deployed node re-alignment [22] , [29] - [32] , small and large scale coverage holes recovery [21] , [27] , [29] , virtual coverage hole displacement [34] , etc.). However, whether these relocation algorithms have agreeable performance for other objectives than their primary design goals should be investigated in further details.
Although DSSA has a good performance with regard to amount of node movements and coverage [22] when it is applied to balance and align the node formations, it is shown in this paper that DSSA is not able to properly recover large scale coverage holes with the sufficient number of iterations even if all nodes participate in the recovery processes. In another scenario which DSSA only is applied to limited or select a set of nodes close (proximate)to the coverage hole (e.g. CH boundary nodes) [29] , [35] , [36] to limit node movements and power consumptions, DSSA ability of recovery worsen.
III. METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In our scenario, homogeneous sensor nodes based on model of the unit disk graph (UDG) [37] randomly deployed with uniform distribution in a rectangular area of [x min , x max ] × [y min , y max ]. For sake of simplicity, nodes' transmission ranges (R c ) and sensing ranges (R s ) are equal. Nodes are bidirectionally connected if they are within each other's ranges. Locations of sensors may be known by GPS or any other localisation methods [38] . Similar to [29] , [35] , [36] , sensor nodes are classified into into damaged nodes if they reside inside the damaged area (coverage hole); otherwise, they are considered as undamaged nodes. Those undamaged nodes proximate to the coverage hole which directly detect the damage event within their ranges are further defined as boundary nodes (Fig. 1) . Coverage hole event is detected by boundary nodes as boundary nodes sense any significant changes within their ranges. (i.e. signal loss or disconnection as the result of the failure of their neighbours) Similar to [29] , [35] , [36] , coverage hole is modelled as a circle of radius r Hole with the centre at x Hole , y Hole (Fig. 1) . In this paper, Distributed Self-Spreading Algorithm (DSSA) [22] , as one of force-based relocation algorithms with the promising performance in movement, uniformity and coverage, is applied to both boundary nodes and undamaged nodes in the network and their performances in term of coverage and the ability to repair damaged area is depicted in Figs.  2, 3 . Similar to [30] - [32] , nodes stop at the boundaries if their new locations obtained by relocation algorithm exceed the boundaries of the given area ([x min , x max ]×[y min , y max ]).
IV. RESULTS
The model is simulated in Matlab and N =500 nodes with transmission and sensing range of R c =R s =15 deployed in the rectangular 2-D area of [−100, 100] × [−100, 100]m 2 . By considering boundary condition used in [30] - [32] , DSSA applied to boundary nodes and undamaged nodes in the given area. Figs. 2, 3 show network deployment and coverage status before and after occurrence/recovery of coverage hole as DSSA algorithm performed on boundary and undamaged nodes in iteration i = 50. It should be noted that the most recovery is resulted form first 10 iterations. As the number of iterations increases the DSSA performance does not improve accordingly. Therefore according to Figs. 2, 3 , although DSSA is an efficient relocation algorithm for aligning unbalanced deployments or repairing of small coverage holes, it is a not proper choice for recovering the large scale coverage holes.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper as one of force-based relocation algorithms, DSSA is chosen for recovery of large coverage hole. DSSA recovery capability and efficiency in term of coverage has been demonstrated as it is applied to both boundary and undamaged nodes. It is shown that DSSA is not proper choice for recovery of large scale coverage hole even if all network's nodes participate in the recovery process and/or the number of relocation iterations are increased sufficiently. As the possible future work, clear definition of small and large scale coverage holes can be presented. Recovery capability and efficiency of other conventional relocation algorithms in the case of small/large coverage hole can be investigated and their results can compared quantitatively in terms of different performance metrics. 
